
give us this day our 
daily bread 
Of all the petitions in the Lord’s Prayer, this is the most enigmatic. 

On its face, it appears that Jesus is referring to the simple things of life. The staples. 

The things that are necessary. As if this petition is about asking God for those things 

that we need to live.


If we remember that there are at least a billion people on earth who live on less than a 

dollar a day, this petition takes on a new urgency. There are so many men, women, 

and children who don’t have even the most basic things necessary to live and to 

thrive. Asking God for our daily bread could be seen as us asking on behalf of these 

people.


The thing is, the word here in Greek that we translate as “daily,” is incredibly hard to 

translate. Scholars and translators have seemingly squeezed every ounce of 

theological mojo out of this word and have come up with “Bread of Tomorrow,” 

“Supersubstantial Bread,” and “Bread of the Ages.” None of which are all that helpful.


The root of the word is ousios which is the standard Greek work for being or 

substance. In the 4th century when Christians were putting the Nicene Creed together, 

they were arguing whether Jesus and God were homoousios (of the same substance) 

or homoiousios (of similar, but not the same substance). The prefix epi means above, 

on, over, outer, etc. From epi we get words like epidermis (skin), epiphenomenon, and 

even episcopal! (Episcopal means to “see over.”)


le life quotidian 

In the earliest Latin translations, epiousios is rendered as quotidian. American 

Philosopher Jack Caputo writes this about God’s quotidian faith:




Behold the lilies of the field, the weak force of daylilies, which are only strong enough 

to last for a day: they are not worrying about anything, for “today” is God’s day, today 

is in God’s hands, and God will provide. Give us this day our daily (epiousios) bread, 

the bread we need for today, for the cares of today are enough to worry about, and I 

am not even worrying about them. The strong force of “ousiology” gives way to the 

weak force of “epiousiology” (epiousios), which means the “quotidian” day-to-day time 

of the fragile, fleeting daylily. The strong, steady reliability of substance and the power 

of people of substance, the ousia and exousia of this world, give way to a more fragile, 

lily-like, insubstantial, transient, weak un-self-sufficiency.  3

For Caputo there are the things of substance, substantial objects, substantial 

concerns, and substantial power. These are the things of this world that we spend so 

much time worrying about, and quite frankly worrying about attaining more of. We 

want to acquire things of substance and be people of great substance.


But Caputo translates epiousios as that which is less than substantial, barely there, 

here one day and gone the next. Like Jesus’ lillies of the field or birds of the air. The 

things that have no care for themselves, and very little care from anyone else either. 

The things that are barely fleeting. THAT is what Caputo thinks Jesus is talking about.


If he’s right, what Jesus is asking us to pray for here is to cast off care for tomorrow, 

the desire to accumulate stuff or power or status or privilege, and enjoy the 

fleetingness of each moment. Of each flower. Of each smile. Of the person who is in 

front of us right now.


Caputo later says that he’s an aspiring “epiousiologist”: someone who is only 

concerned with the moment.


O God, give us the bread which helps us cast off worry about tomorrow’s bread, and 

which I can share with some butter and jam with the people I am with right now. 

 J Caputo, The Weakness of God3
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FEED THEM 

Pope Francis once said,  

You pray for the hungry. Then you feed them. That’s how 
prayer works. 

Prayer is part us talking to God. It’s part God talking to us. It’s part us 
trying to change God’s heart, and it’s part God trying to change our 
heart.  

And, prayer is sometimes about us trying to change our own heart.  

Imagine having a plate just full of cookies—like so many cookies that 
they are falling off the sides of the plate. And then imagine your sibling 
having an empty plate. So, you feel a little bad for your sibling—so bad 
that you cry out to your mother, “Mom! Please give my sister some 
cookies! She has no cookies, and she’s so sad.” 

Would your mom go to the cookie jar and get more cookies for her? 
Or, would she give you a “look” and want you to share some of what 
was on your plate? 

Probably the latter, right? 

That’s kind of how it works with God. We pray for justice, and then 
God looks at us and expects us to work for justice. We pray for peace, 
and then God expects us to work for peace. We pray for the hungry, 
and then we go help feed the hungry—or we work to end hunger. 

In the words of the Pope, that’s how prayer works. 


